
Nordic Design gallery generator - user’s manual (v1.03 2014-05-16) 

Installation instruction 
This Lightroom web gallery plug-in has been embedded into a normal Lightroom plug-in to make the 

installation easier (1).  The installation will be done with a two-step method where the first part is easy 

and the second part is fully automatic. Before you install this plug-in you need to have an installed 

activated working version of Lightroom with your own Lightroom license key. 

This plug-in can be installed in trial mode without buying an end-user license, so you can try before you 

buy. In trial mode all functionality is the same but the maximum gallery size has been limited to 12 

images. It you find this gallery plug-in useful please support future developments and buy our own 

license on http://www.bayerpattern.com/.  

You must own a licensed Lightroom copy or have an activated Lighroom CC subscription to be able to 

purchase and use this web gallery plug-in license(2).  

When you order a license for this plug-in please make sure to include: 

1. A valid email address 

2. Full name 

This information will be kept for our record in a computer based database and embedded in your license 

key that will be e-mailed to you using the listed e-mail. The generated license will not be possible to use 

with any other combination of email addresses or names.  

 

 

(1) Other Lightroom web plug-in is installed by manually copy the web-plug-in-package to the 

correct location on your disk in the computer. This location is different for Windows and OS-X 

which makes the manual installation a little bit tricky. Another drawback using the traditional 

installation method is that the user-feedback is not very good. 

  

(2) This plug-in can’t be used simultaneously on two parallel installed Lightroom where the 

Lightroom activation codes are different.  One example when this might be an issue: You have 

Lightroom CC and Lightroom 4 installed simultaneously. In this case note that only one copy of 

the plugin can be activated at one time. You can deactivate and reactivate the plug-in as many 

times as you want if switching between Lightroom versions is needed. 

 

 

http://www.bayerpattern.com/


Installation process 
Part one, installing the installation plug-in: 

1. Copy the downloaded zip file to a permanent location on your hard drive, create a suitable 

directory where you for example save documents:        Documents/LightroomPlugins 

2. Unzip the compressed file and make sure there is a directory called 

nordic_design_1_xx_installation.lrplugin 

3. Start Lightroom 

4. In the File-menu open the Plug-in manager… 

5. At the bottom left side of the plug-in manager press Add 

6. Select the above unzipped directory in the file/directory requester to launch the installation 

plug-in. 

Part two, installing the web gallery plug-in. 

7. Information related to this plug-in is presented in the management panel to the right. 

8. Install the web gallery plug-in by clicking Install Nordic Design Web Engine 

9. Lightroom has to be restarted before this plug-in is detected but it is possible to do the product 

activation before stopping and launching Lightroom. 

10. Activate your licensed copy: 

a. Paste your serial number into the field Serial number 

b. Enter your registration email in the field E-mail 

c. Write your registration name in field User name 

d. After verifying that the three provided strings are identical to the received one, press: 

Activate Nordic Design Web Engine 

11. Restart Lightroom and start using Nordic Design Web Plug-in 

  



Uninstall instruction 
Do not remove the web gallery plug-in manually; use the management panel in the installation plug-in 

to remove it. If this is done manually you might be unable to re-install, launch or remove the web gallery 

plug-in.  NOTE: Galleries inside Lightroom using this plugin will automatically be reconfigured with the 

Adobe default HTML gallery generator (losing all gallery settings). Reinstalling Nordic Design and 

keeping gallery configuration will only work if you have not viewed or opened any off the affected 

galleries(1). 

Uninstall of the web gallery plug-in is done by: 

1. Start Lightroom 

2. Make sure you are in Library-mode. Important: Do not do this while in Web-mode. 

3. In the File-menu open the Plug-in manager… 

4. Open the correct management panel by selecting the bp_nordic_design_installation plug-in in 

the left panel. 

5. Deactivate by pressing Deactivate Nordic Design Web Engine 

6. Uninstall by pressing Uninstall Nordic Design Web Engine 

7. Remove the installation-plug-in by pressing Remove bellow the left  panel 

8. Close the Plug-in manager by pressing Done 

9. Close Lightroom 

(1) Galleries already exported with this plug-in will continue to work. Galleries inside Lightroom using 

this plug-in will be changed to use Adobe default HTML generator as soon as anyone of them are draw 

on the screen. This happens when you enter Web-mode and one off the selected galleries is selected or 

was selected automatically.  The best method to avoid troubles is to avoid uninstalling the web gallery 

plug-in (independent of vendor). 

Upgrading 
Important: Always read installation instructions delivered with the new version before doing anything. 

A new version of this plug-in is installed by first removing the web-gallery plug-in and then removing the 

installation plug-in. A new version can then be installed by following the installation instructions. 

Multiple minor versions of the plugin cannot be installed simultaneously. 

  



Overview 
A Lightroom web gallery is used to generate web pages to publish photos direct from the Lightroom 

photo data base. The generated pages can be used in many different ways: 

1. Public publication 

Creating a good looking gallery of your best images is a very nice way to enable your friends and 

other people to experience your work. Exported HTML pages can be published on an external 

web server, blog or similar that is externally available. After export the generated HTML pages 

can be uploaded to the web server. 

2. Private or limited publication 

The exported pages can be published on an internal web server or an external webserver with 

login mechanism (not delivered with this software). This will limit the audience to people having 

access to the system. This is a very good way to apply some privacy protection but someone 

with access can still make a copy of the pages and republish the content elsewhere. 

3. Archiving 

HTML pages with embedded JPEG images are a good archive format for photographic work. 

Exported web pages are stored in a standardized platform independent way. Exported photos 

are stored using JPEG files that can be easily extracted in the future.  

4. Front page promotion 

It is very easy to capture a copy of the generated gallery-front-page while it is displayed in a 

browser and use that single image in emails and other digital promotion channels to highlight 

image collections and stock-archives. 

 

5. Digital Photo delivery over email or download 

Exported web-pages can be compressed into a single file using zip or similar method. This file 

can then be sent using email direct to someone. It is also possible to upload this file to a 

webserver for final delivery to anyone having access using download  

6. Digital Photo delivery on USB stick 

Exported web pages can be copied to a USB stick or other storage medium for easy access by 

anyone with a web browser. 

This Lightroom web gallery works like any other Lightroom gallery but with a number of unique features. 

It will be possible to preview gallery layout while the gallery is created in the center gallery panel, 

important gallery parameters will be possible to control using the right hand gallery panel.  



New gallery 
To start the gallery generator select a number of photos to include in the gallery in Lightroom Library 

mode. Switch mode from the file selector to the gallery generator by pressing Web in the upper right 

corner of your Lightroom screen.  

The default Lightroom HTML Gallery plug-in might be selected and 

used to render the current preview. To start using Nordic Design web 

gallery, locate it in the Layout Style-list in the right panel, click on it to 

perform the selection. As soon as it is enabled the preview area will be 

updated and rendered by the Nordic design web gallery generator.  

Don’t be surprise of only a number of images are rendered correctly the first time this will be corrected 

as soon as the gallery generator learn more about the gallery. 

Now save the gallery under a new name using the panel to the left by selecting a submenu behind the 

+sign at the section header Collections. It should be possible to select Create web gallery…. A dialog will 

be opened by Lightroom, select a unique name for the gallery and proceed by pressing Create. 

Sometimes when a gallery is unsaved there is a button Create Saved web Gallery in the upper right part 

of the preview area, this button does the same thing and can also be used. 

From this point every change you make to the web gallery will be saved automatically by Lightroom. 

In the Library mode your new web gallery will be visible listed at the bottom of your Collections list with 

a web gallery symbol in front. New images can be added in this special library collection by dragging 

images. Lightroom copy and paste is another method to add images to a web gallery. 

TIPS: A fast way to update the rendering is to select Reload in the upper left corner of the preview 

panel.  

 

  



Generating a gallery 
In this example we will generate a very simple 3x3 square web gallery without any special configuration 

to get you started. This example will also work 100% with a trial license. 

Start by creating a Lightroom collection with 9 images using the instructions above. Switch to Web-

mode and create a saved web gallery. 

 

 

 

  



All gallery settings can be found in the right panel and we will start 

by just making a few changes. At the top in section Site Info it is 

possible to change gallery title and other string parameters. Edit 

the gallery title to something that matches your selected images. 

The other fields can be ignored for now. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bellow there is a section named Color Palette, with options to change gallery color and alter the gallery 

design, this will not be done in this example, it’ s covered later in this document. 

 

Future down there is the Appearance section dedicated to gallery 

layout, here it is possible to select how many rows and columns your 

gallery matrix should have, keep 3 rows and 3 columns, that will do a 

nice gallery that fit nine images. In this section it is also possible to 

select how wide in pixel the final galley page should be, a very useful 

size is 800px, but in the images in this guide 640px is used to save 

space.  

All other web gallery configuration options are explained in the 

reference section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Exporting a galley 
When the gallery is completed, it is possible to export it by 

selecting Export at the very bottom of the right panel bellow 

Output Settings. Pressing this buttons will open up a Save Web 

Gallery file dialog where you are expected to find a place on your 

harddisk and a name for your export. The generated HTML gallery 

will be stored in this directory with your selected name as root 

directory name. 

Wait until the export process has been completed, your can follow 

the progress in the upper left corner. 

When Lightroom is done, it will be possible to locate the generated 

gallery using your Mac finder or Windows file explorer. When you 

open the generated root directory, there should be 11 files and 6 

directories. The gallery can be launched by pointing a browser to 

index html and this can usually be done by double clicking on file 

which will open up the first gallery thumbnail page. 

 

 

 

  



Gallery layout  
With this gallery generator it is possible to customize the layout on each gallery thumbnail page. Based 

on the basic thumbnail grid it is possible to extend thumbnails vertically and horizontally to span over 

multiple thumbnail cells. Images in cells that are covered are ignored and will not be used in the final 

gallery 1.  

In the gallery preview area each thumbnail grid position has been equipped with four control buttons 

where the size of each cell can be adjusted. 

 
Enable and disable cell, other cell settings are cleared when enabled.  

 
Extend cell horizontally, wraparound if clicked multiple times. 

 
Extend cell vertically, wraparound if clicked multiple times. 

 
Adjust with nine fixed scroll positions which part of a non-square image that shall be visible. If 
the aspect ratio for the image matches the aspect ratio of the cell, adjustment can be done 
but without any visible scroll. 

 

In the upper part of the frame cell-number and current icon size is 
written while the gallery is in the preview area, this information will 
not be preserved in the final gallery. In the figure to the right cell 
number 24 is shown with a thumbnail size of 158x158. Width is 
written before the x and height after. This information is very useful 
when more complicated thumb images shall be prepared.  
 
From the beginning every thumbnail grid cell are enabled with 
minimum size and neutral scroll position. If the image has non 
square aspect-ration the gallery generator will automatically choose 
to scroll the image in correct direction. 
 

 

Information about current gallery layout is encoded into a text string and visible in the gallery layout 

information area above your gallery preview. There is no need to understand this text string, the only 

thing that matters is that this text string is stored in the right panel in Appearance section in the text 

input field Layout String (Copy here) before the page is reloaded or closed. Unsaved layout string is 

indicated by a red text Unsaved in the gallery layout information area.  

When the layout is changed using the above listed controls Lightroom need to receive this information 

from the preview page before the page is reloaded or closed. This is done manually to avoid time 

consuming page reloads. There are two methods to do this, which one to use, depends on which 

method that will work with your Lightroom installation. 

(1) Unused hidden images will be scaled and stored in the generated HTML code but not linked 

(used). If the gallery is published unused images might be possible to find by guessing filenames. 

 



 

 
Reload page (Pending changes not saved).  

 

 Save Layout.   
 

 

Method 1: After the layout has been changes press save   in the upper left corner of the gallery 

preview area. The indicator will change to an orange text Saving while the plugin is trying to save. In 

some Lightroom installations this will automatically copy the layout string that is visible to the field 

Layout String (Copy here) and reload the page. If nothing happens (the text is still reads Saving) you will 

need to use method 2. 

Method 2:  Copy the layout string manually from the gallery layout information area to the text input 

field Layout String (Copy here) to the right panel, Appearance section. This can be done by using 

standard text-copy and text-paste shortcuts. Select the text in the gallery layout information area by 

marking the text or double clicking on it. Press the shortcut for copy to make a copy to the clipboard. 

Find the destination text input field and paste over existing string. This can be done by selecting 

everything already in this input filed by marking the text or double clicking on it and press the shortcut 

for paste. 

  



Gallery with custom layout 
In this example a 4x6 gallery grid will be used and filled 

with 18 clickable images, one non clickable title header 

and a logo field with a custom link. Start this example 

by creating a Lightroom collection in Library mode with 

18 normal images, 5 blank images and one header 

image with approximately 4:1 aspect ratio 

. 

 

 

 

 

Switch Lightroom mode to 

Web and create a web 

gallery by selecting the 

popup Create Web Gallery 

in the right panel, section 

Collections. Enter a name 

and press Create. From this 

point your configurations 

will be saved under this 

name. 

 

 

 

  



Start the layout work by selecting the correct grid size; this is done in 

the right panel under section Appearance. Click in the grid so 4 

horizontal cells and 6 vertical cells are covered. Now it is 

recommended to select which width the final gallery should have, 

this is done by sliding the Target page width-slider to 640px. It is also 

possible to direct enter a number in the text input filed immediately 

right from this slider. 

 

Note: In some installations Lightroom does not update the preview 

panel when configuration changes are done in the right panel. To 

force an update press  reload.  

 

 

 

Now there should be exact 24 

thumbnail cells on one single page 

visible in the preview area, see picture 

above.  

Lightroom draws the images in the 

same order that is defined in Library-

mode using the built in reordering 

mechanisms. This means that to 

change image order, switch to Library-

mode, move the image by dragging, 

and then switch back to Web-mode to 

preview the results. 

 

  



The plan for this gallery is to have the 

header image span 4 cells at the top, this 

means that we need to put the header 

image first followed by 3 blank images 

that will be covered by the expanded title 

header. 

Switch to Library-mode and move the 

header image first in the list followed by 

three blank images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now back in the Web mode, it is possible 

to horizontally extend the header by 

clicking the  -arrow three times. Note 

that the image is extended behind the 

three blank images. Disable the blank 

images by clicking  -button once on 

each of them. 

The horizontal scroll for the header image 

can if needed be adjusted by clicking  -

button. If the aspect ratio for the image 

matches the aspect ratio of the cell, 

adjustment can be done but without any 

visible scroll. 

  



Now it is a good time to save the gallery layout using the save button. This will copy layout string 

“DAA-AADS” to Layout string text input field in the right panel. Continue without saving will undo your 

layout changes, they will be lost when the page is reloaded.  

The last layout adjustment in this gallery is 

to add a two cell wide logotype plate with 

a custom link. The logotype fits perfect to 

the right one row from bottom. The 

remaining two black images are moved to 

cell position 19 and 20 with Lightroom in 

Library mode. 

 

 

 

To enable drawing of a logotype instead of the two blank images, take notice of the cell-number for the 

first image and enter that number in the Appearance section, Layout control in the text input box 

Logotype replacement table. In this example when only one logotype is needed, write 19 in this field. If 

two logotypes are required, additional numbers are separated by comma signs. 

Cell number 20 is removed by disabling, 

click on -button and cell 19 is enlarged 

by clicking on the  -arrow, which make 

the logotype span two cells. Now a new 

layout-string is generated and the results 

must be saved accordingly. 

Images behind the logotype are 

automatically ignored but the title-header 

is clickable and will open up a photo page 

if not disabled. Disabling clicking on an 

image can be done by entering the cell number for the image in the special field bellow the Logotype 

replacement table called Graphics replacement table. Each comma separated cell in this field will not 

be possible to open and thus only visible on the thumbnail page. In this example write 1 in this field. The 

built in logotype can be replaced by using a Lightroom identity plate. Enable the identity plate by ticking 

Replace default logo with identity plate, last field in the Appearance section. The image for the identity 

plate is defined using the standard Lightroom way, click on the small arrow in the down right corner of 

the identity plate image. 

 



Now it is time to finalize this gallery by defining a Page title and a custom link where a click on the 

logotype , this is defined in the Site info section. This gallery is called Micro Electronics and the link will 

be http://www.bayerpattern.com/  

To make the look perfect, a slightly 

larger frame width can be used or the 

logotype can be moved vertically to 

clear the small Close link that is 

automatically added to the logotype 

cell because the gallery only contains 

one thumbnail page. Change logo 

offset to 75 px in the logo offset slider. 

Now when the gallery is complete it is 

possible to generate HTML code by 

pressing export. 

  

http://www.bayerpattern.com/


Two page gallery with custom color and design 
This example gallery will contain images enlarged both vertically and horizontally, two thumbnail pages, 

custom frame design and custom colors. This example includes 8 images and 16 blank images. All images 

are prepared in Lightroom Library mode and the required order is shown below. 

 

Tips: Use small dummy images to fill images positions that will be covered by other images in the 

thumbnail grid. It is very good to generate a pile of small black images that can be imported to 

Lightroom and be used for stuffing. 

Tips: A single blank image can be duplicated using the Lightroom function Create Virtual Copy. 

Tips: Adjust Tumbnail size in Library mode so the number of images per row matches what you plan to 

do in the web gallery. This is done with a small slider bellow the preview panel to the right. 

In Lightroom Web mode, select grid size 3x4. Three columns and four rows will be perfect since the 

library contains 24 images. The gallery will be divided into two full thumbnail pages to fit all cells. In this 

example we will make a custom layout that is slightly different between first and second page. Note that 

the layout has to be configured independent for each thumbnail page as described below. 



Start with the first page and disable not needed 

cells. The title-header image will span three cells 

and the grayscale image span two rows and two 

columns. For a two row images additional black 

images has to be added at the correct position in 

the row below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The title-header photo has to be scrolled in place 

for the text to show correctly, scroll button  is 

pressed four times. Image in cell six has to be 

scrolled twice. Remember that after scrolling the 

layout has to be saved before proceeding to the 

next page. 

  



On the second page the same operation need to be 

done, delete unused cells, expand images, scroll 

second header-title image in place. Save layout-sting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This in the image to the right, layout string after the 

layout has been processed. 

  



Enable the logotype on both images by writing the cell number for both pages comma-separated 11,22 

in Logotype Replacement table.  

To make this album look nice, it is possible to choose between six different predefined design templates, 

from start the default template is used, try to switch to Small in the popup in top of the Color Palette- 

section. If the screen is not updated, force an update by switching to another Lightroom mode and back. 

If none of the presets does the job, it is possible to disable presets completely by disabling the click-box. 

The design can then be customized using sliders in the Appearance section. 

Color can also be adjusted with the same method, try a darker color 

preset, LightGrey where the panel color and the background color has 

is the same making the page controls float. Also in this case it is 

possible to disable presets and customize the colors completely using 

color pickers in the Color Palette section. Sometimes it is better to use 

darker control-icons in the gallery page. Darker icons can be selected 

by using the Navigation elements design popup.  

Finalize the gallery by choosing a Page-title and export the results. 

Advanced control 
In the Output Settings section it is possible to adjust how photos are optimizes for thumbnail pages. The 

popup Thumb optimization defines how many extra set of scaled images that shall be generated for the 

thumbnail page. Photo pages are not affected. If this setting is set to balanced, thumb images spanning 

up to 2x2 grid cells will have a dedicated set of thumb images optimized for the required size. All images 

spanning more will use a scaled version of the image from the photo page. This setting affects page 

loading time and page size. 

There are a lot of other possibilities to control the gallery layout using the web gallery generator 

Bayerpattern Nordic Design, use the reference section below to learn more about how to configure the 

photo viewer, adding a background-image and using Google analytics.  

  



Guide to the generated gallery 
Each generated gallery contains HTML files, viewer code, thumbnail images and full sized images. The 

two page demo gallery generated in the example above contains the following data: 

Index.html     First index-page for the gallery 

Index_2.html    Second index-page for the 
gallery 

Logo.png    Logotype 

Page0001.html, Page0004.html, Page0006.html, 
Page0010.html, Page 0013.html, Page0016.html 
Page0017.html 

HTML version of all photo 
pages (The no Javascript 
version) 

Photos     Full sized images 

Resources    Other HTML files, CSS files, 
Viewer code and icons. 

X1thumbnails    Smallest thumbnail images 

X2thumbnails    Thumbnail images with size 2x 

X3thumbnails     Thumbnail images with size 3x 

X4thumbnails    Thumbnail images with size 4x 

 

It is possible to enable key navigation in the finished gallery, with this option generated gallery pages 

can be navigated using key short-cuts. This does not work in preview mode because Lightroom 

consumes the keycodes. 

The following key-shortcuts are available in the thumbnail page. 

ESC Go back, use parent Link 

c,C Go back, use parent Link 

s,S Go back, use parent Link 

n,N View first image 

Space View first image 

Right View first image 

 

The following keys are predefined in a gallery HTML photo page. 

ESC Go back to thumbnail grid 

c,C Go back to thumbnail grid 

s,S Go back to thumbnail grid 

n,N Next image 

Space Next image 

p,P Previous image 

b,B Previous image 

Right Next image 

Left Previous image 

Down Next image 



Up Go back to thumbnail grid 

 

The following shortcuts are predefined in the photoswipe photo viewer. 

ESC Go back to thumbnail grid 

c,C Go back to thumbnail grid 

s,S Go back to thumbnail grid 

q,Q Go back to thumbnail grid 

Space Toggle toolbar 

Enter Play slideshow 

n,N Next image 

p,P Previous image 

Right Next image 

Left Previous image 

 

The following shortcuts are predefined in the slimbox photo viewer. 

ESC Go back to thumbnail grid 

x,X,c,C,e,E,s,S,h,H,q,Q Go back to thumbnail grid 

Up Go back to thumbnail grid 

Backspace Previous image 

Right Next image 

n,N,f,F Next image 

Space Next image 

Left Previous image 

p,P,b,B Previous image 

Del Previous image 

 

Reference manual 

Site Info 
 

Page Title   Text string naming your gallery document. This string will be 
show as the document title of the generated HTML document. 

Parent URL Text string defining the parent location for your gallery. This 
URL is used when a user close the web gallery and wants to go 
back. If the user clicks back in the browser the stored URL of 
the previous page will be used. 

Direct URL 
 

Text string congaing your website URL, or the URL to reach 
when user clicks your logotype or image registered as the 
logotype. 



Gallery keywords 
 

Text string used in the header part of the HTML document as 
key words, not visible by the user. 

Page copyright Text string displayed at the bottom of your gallery. Marked as 
copyright in the HTML code but can be used as a general text 
field. 

Gallery Notes Text string stored in Lightroom for your own use, not present 
in the generated gallery. 

 

Color Palette 
 

Use frame design 
template 

Select between a predefined design template or user defined 
design 
 

Use predefined color 
template 

Select between a predefined color template or user defined 
colors 

Text Text color 

Page background Background color 

Outer frame Outer frame color 

Inner frame Inner frame color 

Nav panel Navigation panel color 

Nav panel outer frame Outer frame color of the navigation panel 

Logo background Color of see through color and surrounding color of the 
logotype 

Navigation elements 
design 

Icon set to use for navigation 

 

Appearance 
 

Grid pages Page layout, number of rows and number of columns 

Target page width  

Width Total width in pixel of the generated gallery 

Page margin Reserved space in pixels used as margin 

Separation distance 

Width Distance between cells 

Border Size 

Width Outer border size 

Frame size 

Width Main border size 

Logo offset 

Height Vertical displacement offset for logotype 

Layout control 

Layout string This string is used to remember your selected gallery layout. In 



some installations of Lightroom this string can be 
automatically stored using a dedicated button in the upper left 
corner of the preview area. 
 
If the layout can’t be saved using the button, it is possible to 
copy the layout string from the preview panel to this 
dedicated field. When the string is copied successfully the 
gallery can be reloaded without losing layout information. This 
is described in section Gallery Layout. 
 
When the layout is changed using buttons in the preview area 
of the galley, unsaved layout is shown with a red text Gallery 
layout:Unsaved. If Lightroom mode is switched or a different 
page is loaded, unused gallery layout will be lost. 
 
The character content of the gallery layout string is optimized 
for cut-and paste and does no need to be used for anything. 

Logotype replacement 
table 

A list of numerical entries used to define which cells that shall 
only contain logotype graphics, this logotype will not be linked 
as photos. There will be no gallery pages for images listed 
here. Number shall be in size order and separated by comma. 
 

Graphics replacement 
table 

A list of numerical entries used to define which cells that shall 
only contain graphics; images will not be linked as photos. 
There will be no gallery pages for images listed here. Number 
shall be in size order and separated by comma. 
 

URL to background-
image 

Text field containing a valid and functional URL to an image 
usable as background-image. This field cannot be previewed in 
Lightroom, it will only work in the generated galley. This image 
will be loaded and used as background-image. This 
background-image has to be generated independent from the 
gallery generator. Note: Do not choose too large image, it will 
make your gallery load slower. 

Background image 
method 

HTML property that defines how the background-image is 
drawn by the browser. 
 
no-repeat – The background-image will not be repeated, 
instead the image will be expanded to cover the required area. 
 
repeat – The background-image will be repeated both 
vertically and horizontally. 
 
repeat-x – The background-image will be repeated only 
horizontally. 
 
repeat-y – The background-image will be repeated only 
vertically 



Gallery viewer Select your preferred method to view photos. This selection 
cannot be previewed inside Lightroom, only the generated 
gallery will use your selected viewer.  
 
PhotoSwipe – Touch enabled modern photo viewer, requires 
Javascript 
 
Slimbox2 – Small and efficient photo viewer, requires 
Javascript. 
 
Plain HTML – Backward compatible HTML pages. 
 
Note: Plain HTML viewer is generated into every gallery as a 
fallback if Javascript is unavailable in the browser. 

PhotoSwipe viewer 

Frame Frame color 

Background Background color 

Frame width Frame width in pixels 

Slideshow delay Delay between images in seconds 

Photo viewer scaling 
method 

Select how images are scaled when view is smaller than image 
 
FitNoUpscale – Try to fit image to window size, but never 
upscale. 
 
Fit – Try to fit image to window size using down and up 
scaling. 
 
Zoom – Do not scale image, crop when size is larger than 
window. 

Photo Caption HTML style code for caption text, title and description. 

Title text style Raw string used as style argument when the title text is 
created. The default string is: 
 
“color: #bbb; font-size: 16px; font-weight: bold;” 

Description text style Raw string used as style argument when the title is created. 
The default string is: 
 
“color: #aaa; font-size: 12px; font-weight: normal;” 
 
Please edit raw strings with care; it is possible to write a string 
that does not generate valid HTML. 

Plain HTML viewer 
 

Viewer design Viewer template for plain HTML / fallback viewer. 
White – White background 
Black – Black background 

 



Google Analytics for 
single domain 

This option automatically embeds google analytics code in 
your generated gallery. Requires a Google tracking ID. 

Enable Google analytics On/Off 

Google tracking ID Your personal tracking ID as received from Google 
UA-xxxxxxxx-x 

 

Key-navigation Generate javascript code to ease navigation in HTML pages. 
The different photo viewers will always include key navigation. 

Enable javascript key 
navigation 

On/Off 

 

Pinterest 

Generate embedded 
pinterest blocking tag 

On/Off 

Pinterest tag Every page – Every HTML page will include a request to avoid 
pinterest pinning of photos. 
 
Photopages – Photo pages will include a request to avoid 
pinterest pinning of full size photos. 

  

Identity plate Enable this option to use your own logotype. The so called 
identity plate can then be edited to include text or image. 
This feature is partially disabled in trial mode. 

Replace default logo 
with identity plate 

On/Off 

Image info 
 

Labels 
 
 

Title Select which Lightroom database field to use as image title. 

Caption Select which Lightroom database field to use as image 
description. 

 

Output Settings 
 

Grid images  

Thumb optimization With this configuration it is possible to adjust how photos are 
optimizes for thumbnail grid pages. This parameter defines 
how many extra set of scaled images that shall be generated 
for the thumbnail page. Photo pages are not affected. If this 
setting is set to balanced, thumbnail images spanning up to 
2x2 grid cells will have a dedicated set of thumbnail images 



with optimal size. All images spanning more will use a scaled 
version of the image from the photo page. This setting affects 
page loading time and page size and is used to optimize your 
website bandwidth. 
 
It might not be optimal to use the highest value even if your 
thumbnail images contains many large images, when the 
photo page is loaded a different image will be needed.  
 
Minimum Size 1x – Generate only one set (the smallest) of 
thumbnail images. 
 
Balanced 2x – Generate two sets of thumbnail images. 
 
Large 3x – Generate three sets. 
 
Huge 4x – Generate four sets. 
 

  

Large images Size of images in the photo pages. 

Photo size This parameter defines the maximal vertical or horizontal size 
of any exported image. The aspect is kept when the image is 
rescaled so this setting defines the largest side. 

Enable retina support 
(2x pixel density) 

When enabled generated images will have twice the 
resolution that is defined with the “Photo size” parameter. 
This will generate images that might be very large and thus it 
is recommended to use slightly lower quality when retina 
support is enabled. 

  

Quality Image compression quality parameter, larger value means 
better looking images (bigger file size) 
 
70 is a good value for normal galleries and 50 is a good value 
for Retina enabled galleries. 

Metadata Which amount of metadata is transferred together with the 
images. 
 
All – Every metadata that Lighroom have is embedded into the 
images. 
 
Copyright only – Only copyright information is embedded into 
the images 

Watermarking If enabled a visible Lightroom signature will be applied to all 
images. The Lightrom signature can be either text or logotype 
and is configured by opening up a dedicated configuration 
page. 

Sharpening If enabled sharpening will be applied to the exported images.  



 
Low – minimum sharpening 
 
Standard – normal sharpening 
 
High – maximum sharpening 
 

 

   

  

 

   

 


